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From the author:

Our society has lost the fine art of homemaking. The push to excel in employment outside of the home is what is deemed successful. We are taught to micromanage, multitask, and be proficient at keeping a clean and neat work zone. Why is it that so many people excel at this in employment but fail when it comes to applying it at home? Structure at work is important because work itself is important. We need money to survive, thus we put most of our attention to where we would receive an “outcome” such as a paycheck at the end of the work week. Being able to maintain a home will help you just as much as a paycheck will help you in life. Learning home skills makes you self sufficient, saves you money, keeps you healthy, can make you creative, and boosts your social skills.

The best way to learn how to do something is to learn from someone who has gone before you (and who does this on a daily basis with 10 children) AND to practice it again and again. I hope you enjoy learning these skills and benefit from putting them into practice.

Be blessed and enjoy,

Amy Maryon

www/plainandnotsoplain.com
About this course

This course is designed to be completed as one semester of Home Economics. It is divided up into weekly lessons. If you would like the second half of this course, I encourage you to check out the Kitchen Skills book for the remainder of the year. With both these courses, you will be quite skilled in the areas of Home Economics.
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